THREE REASONS FOR YOU TO BECOME AN Aztec for Life

1. GIFT FOR YOU
Receive a FREE $115 SDSU Bookstore Gift Card or Diploma Frame!
*Gift card can be used to purchase your cap and gown

2. $125 OFF LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP
$500 membership for only $375
Payment plans begin at $125 down and $22/mo

3. $150 VOUCHER on Jostens class rings

Plus a lifetime of benefits!
Become an SDSU Alumni Lifetime Member today
SDSUALUMNI.ORG/2021
A MESSAGE FROM THE CHANCELLOR

Dear Class of 2021:

In this most extraordinary year, I offer my deep admiration, gratitude and sincere congratulations to a most extraordinary class of graduates.

As numerous forces upended our world, you held your dreams steadily in sight and persisted in your studies through challenges none of us could have imagined. Unlike any other CSU graduating class past or future, you have by necessity developed and demonstrated skills—far beyond your academic work—that will ensure your continued success: resilience, flexibility, resourcefulness, patience and tenacity. While so much and so many have been lost, your resolve has shone as a symbol of hope and optimism—and you should be proud.

On behalf of the entire California State University community, I am certainly proud to present you to the world as our newest class of CSU alumni, joining an impressive international network now nearly 4 million strong. Together, you will power the recovery of our state and nation, educate our next generation, fight for social justice, and create new and sustainable opportunities for health, security and prosperity for us all. I encourage you to stay connected to your campus and your peers, to look for opportunities to give back, and to support the future generations who will follow in your footsteps.

And as our many months of physical separation begin to come to a close, I hope you will hold in your hearts all of those who have supported you from afar. The faculty who broadened and deepened your understanding of the world. The counselors, advisors, librarians, tutors, coaches, facilities and support staff who created a nurturing environment of care and growth. Your family and friends, whose belief in you never wavered.

All of these people have been forever impressed by your spirit, determination and accomplishments. Please count me among them—and I know you will continue to make us proud.

Again, congratulations to the class of 2021!

Sincerely,

Joseph I. Castro
Chancellor
San Diego State University

122nd COMMENCEMENT
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear Graduate:

On behalf of the San Diego State University community, congratulations on your graduation!

I wish to acknowledge the dedication, resilience, and support of all those who helped you get here: your family members, friends, your SDSU faculty and staff—all of whom played an important role to support or mentor you during your degree. Just as important, the personal dedication, courage, and tenacity you have demonstrated this past year exemplify the critical skills California and the world needs to move us to a brighter future.

Your graduation marks not just a moment of celebration; it honors the years of learning and growth which precedes it. At the same time, our graduation ceremony is referred to as a commencement—the point at which something begins, not where it ends.

This month, in more ways than one, marks a new beginning for you. You are now a graduate. You are now formally recognized for your years of study and expertise in a field aligned with your career aspirations. You are also now part of San Diego State University’s proud alumni tradition as the Class of 2021. This is an exceptional family to join—a community of nearly 476,000 living alumni throughout the United States and abroad—known for leading and serving our region and our world. SDSU alumni create and grow businesses; serve communities as government officials, teach the next generation of leaders; make scientific discoveries; produce creative contributions to the arts; and advance innovations in countless fields.

Now, as our world faces important challenges, it is your turn to lead and serve. We are certain that the skills that helped you succeed at SDSU will give you the confidence to take on the opportunities that lie ahead.

As your list of accomplishments grows, we hope you will return often to your university, to your roots, to your home. There will be new generations of students looking to learn from you, as alumni. Know that we will always welcome you back. Your continued participation in the SDSU community is one of our future student’s most valuable assets.

Today, you graduate with our respect, our pride, and with formal recognition of your achievements and your untapped potential. We are grateful for the role you have played in the life of this very special university, and celebrate you with heartfelt affection.

With warm regards,

Adela de la Torre, Ph.D.
President
Dear College of Engineering Graduate,

Many congratulations on your graduation from the College of Engineering!

The completion of your degree has required a great deal of diligence and perseverance, especially during these challenging times while dealing with the coronavirus pandemic. As you might have heard, commencement does not mean an end to your studies, but rather a beginning. The same traits that enabled you to have a successful academic career will be called on throughout your professional life. Thus, you have learned much more than facts and techniques at San Diego State University. You have honed the intellectual and personal qualities that will sustain your continued success. Please accept my best wishes for professional and personal fulfillment as you commence the next phase of your life.

We very much appreciate your commitment to learning and forging your academic path in these extraordinary and challenging times. And we are proud that we all made it clear that the strength of an institution of higher learning, like SDSU, and the quality and value of the education you received, could endure any storm.

It is my hope that you will remain in contact with us over the years. I encourage you to become involved in San Diego State University’s Alumni Association. In addition, the engineering professional societies are excellent ways to stay in touch with your alma mater and with other engineers in your field.

We truly look forward to hearing of your future success. Once again, congratulations and good luck with your future endeavors!

With best wishes,

Eugene Olevsky, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Engineering
GRADUATES

College of Engineering
OUTSTANDING GRADUATES
AND MOST INFLUENTIAL FACULTY

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING OUTSTANDING STUDENT

Student: David Pierce Walker-Howell
Faculty: Mr. Barry Dorr

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Student: Sahil Trivedi
Faculty: Dr. Gustaaf Jacobs

CIVIL, CONSTRUCTION, AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Student: Joshua Steudler
Faculty: Ms. Nensi Lakrori

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Student: Daniel Verga
Faculty: Dr. John Abraham

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Student: David Pierce Walker-Howell
Faculty: Dr. Ashkan Ashrafi
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING SCIENCES (BIOENGINEERING)
Surabhi R Nimbalkar

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING SCIENCES (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)
Shams Al Ajrawi

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING SCIENCES (MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING)
Bjoern Fabian Klose
Scott Newacheck

Master of Engineering

David Escobedo Garcia
Anna Martine Levitt

Master of Science

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Victor M. Amaya
Cristalle Joyce Bombon
Gurwinder Singh Brar
Jaron Murray Chai
Denise Ann Choi
Priyank Anilchandra Dhyani
Nathan Andrew Dolan
Mathew Conrad Ennis
Henry Han
Chris Andre Minaya
Alejandrina Nuno
Rommel Christopher Pineda
Rami Soro
Bradley Joseph Zelenka

BIOENGINEERING
Nadia Caroline Beydoun
Amanda Manwat Coale
Quan Gu
James Julian
Frances Andrea Lagarda
Sandra Lorena Lara Galindo
Sung-An Lin
Sherwin Sri Navindaran
Jacob Ambrose Steiner

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Fnu Anup Vedamurthy
Sophia Melina Barron
Jose Sergio Calderon
Haocheng Chen
Cintia Chin
Alireza Darzian Rostami
Maryam Fani
Christopher Thomas Frank
Mireille García Serrato
Mario Sanchez Gonzalez
Candice Hanna
Mohammad Sadegh Jazayeri
Kara Lynn Kronbauer
Julia Marie Lancaster
Xiaochen Li
Cameron Kennedy Luna
Sarah Mahdi
Jack Christian Mikesell
Amanda Ruth Ortega
Michelle Haines Peters
Federick Pinongcos
Bestun Fariq Rashid
Emily Christine Saban
Lauren Alexis Steinberg
Kyler Graham Stevenson
Michael Phillip Violante
Brenton Alexander Wilder

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

Wilden Alexander Alarcon
Osamah Alhotal
Preetam Bamanalli
Jose Berroteran
Mohammed Jassim M. Bushlaibi
Neal Thomas Bussett
Scott Dewan Carey
Hamsini Chandra Kumar
Sukhmeni Kaur Chauhan
Taylor Degraw
Kristian Lee Eclera Diaz
Ugur Emre Dogan
Colin Jamison Fera
Sangram Vijay Gaikwad
Kyle Dylan Gherardi
Vandana Siddamari Gowda
Jyothi Gutta
Sachin P. John
Vineet Kandunuri
Veena Jyoteppa Keeranagi
Rachana Khamamkar
Aymen Muneeb Kirikui
Deeksha Kondi Udayashankar
Amrita Manoj Kothari
Connor Thomas Laffey
Gregory A. Lujan
Kavan Chetankumar Mehta
Riddhi Milind Mehta
Tejanka Sadashiv Patil
Kim Thienn Phan
Linda Poovely Xavier
Athira Pulimoottil Vignarajan
Brent Michael Robertson
Parth Girish Sagar
Anjali Sharma
Ved Bhrugu Sharma
Chowdury Erfan Shourov
Sai Krishna Singapati
Connor Alan Sperling
Alvaro Francisco Valera-Rivera
Muhammad Waseem
Sheshmani Lalbahadur Yadav
Redal Hani Yaqo
Arya Yazdani

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

Cameron Sawyer Aires
Shelby Angel
Ener Arvizu-Munoz
Sterlen Chase Barnes
Brian Beachnau
Andrew Michael Benedict-Philipp
Gregory Ford Berkeley
Michael George Berry
Brayden Carson Butler
Ya Hsin Cheng
Jason Fielder
Crystal Angelica Gama
Mahidhar Karan Gurumurthi
Tanner Johnathon Hesse
Yun Peng Hsiao
Mohammed Shahidul Islam
Esteban Joseph Johnson
Jeremiah Kanagaraj
Thomas Alexander Kourtis
Raphael Kroupa
Cheng-Hsun Lee
Jack Lucas
Steven Michael Coles Malley
Andre Abel Mascarenhas
Mark Thomas McAuliffe
Christopher Edward George Moon
Angela Taylor Mudge
Kishev Sri Navindaran
Kent Truong Ngo
Kevin Steven Peguero-Garcia
Catherine M. Pinion
Raj Kumar Rachapudi
Shivam Maheshkumar Raval
Kelbi Mikala Redquest
Alberto Ricciulli  
Daniel Joseph Riedel  
Helena Rodriguez Fernandez  
Hannah Louise Saddler  
Nicholas Adam Satterlee  
Simone Lauren Stevens  
Ryan Joseph Tandy  
Kavya U. Thakar  
Nathan Allen Thomas  
Jeff Thompson  
Eduardo Vera  
Darcy Heinz Wuhrmann  
Katherine Annie Whitmore  
Xinhe Yang  
Kevin Kiyoichi Yokota

Academic Honors

**Summa Cum Laude**  
The distinction of summa cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.8 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to an A average.

**Magna Cum Laude**  
The distinction of magna cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.65 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to an A- average.

**Cum Laude**  
The distinction of cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to a B+ average.

Bachelor of Science, Applied Arts and Sciences

**AEROSPACE ENGINEERING**

Jaime Aguilar Vazquez  
Mahmoud Husam Alsharif  
Kevin Alberto Ayala  
Andrew Randy Balolong  
Ram-Lemuel Mojica Bernardo  
Chandler James Berney  
Sara Eileen Brandt  
Ivan Daniel Burow  
Jordan Noel Calderon  
Fabian Camacho  
Leonel Canales III  
Vic Lorand Canlas  
Rafael Andres Castillo  
Austin David Chase  
Diego Vicente Chavez  
Ethan Daniel Christensen  
Zachary Neil Cohn  
**Magna Cum Laude**  
Kai Alexander Colligan  
Hector Andre Cruz  
Jonathan Thomas Davami  
**Summa Cum Laude**  
Julian Michael Mayo de Leon  
Keegan Dirks  
Kendall Bishop Alconcel Dizon  
Logan Brianna Donaldson  
Jake Allan Donerkiel  
Adrian Escalante
Tyler Lee Felgenhauer  
James Andrew Felix  
Jose Ramon Garcia II  
Arad Gerami  
*Summa Cum Laude*  
Emilio Benjamin Gomez  
Michael James Grisanti  
Richard Radcliffe Guilfoyle  
Thomas Edward Hancock  
Spencer Chase Hartmann  
Andy Hernandez  
Aldair Herrejon-Andrade  
*Cum Laude*  
Brandon Daniel Hubbard  
Christopher Velasco Jaquilmac  
Joshua Daniel Jeppesen  
Jordan Ray Johnson  
Alan Kassab  
Jacob Elijah Krugh  
*Cum Laude*  
Paul Brendan Lameiro  
Yu-Fan Lin  
Joshua Naoe Lopez  
Nicole Mae Lyon  
Nathan Cole Machak  
Collin Joseph Mandichak  
Eric Ustaris Maravilla Jr.  
Kobe Marquez  
Wayne Allen Maxwell  
Gines Tomas Miralles  
Adan Jesus Mora  
Sanam Suraj Nagvekar  
*Magna Cum Laude*  
Luis David Navarrete  
Daniel Joseph O’Haire  
Joshua Thomas Olson  
*Summa Cum Laude*  
Gina Marie Rose Pagano  
Rejiryc Ramos Perez  
Sibi Radhakrishnan  
Basma Amr Radwan  
Byron Tyrone Sue Sue Lokeni Reese  
Reyno Grafilo Renolayan  
Alberto Reyes  
Itzel Quetsalli Salgado  
*Magna Cum Laude*  
Avery Jacob Schilling  
Jeronimo Seminario  
Frank Paul Silveira  
Kanar Nelson Solaiman  
Ryan Paul Spohn  
Greyson Maingan Tracey  
Michael Antoine Tran  
Sahil Rupal Trivedi  
*Summa Cum Laude*  
Dosa Ty  
John Matthew Wang  
Trevor Williams  
Adrien Christopher Wisch  
Daniel Jacob Woodman  
Stephen Yu  
Zoe Emily Zografos  

**CIVIL ENGINEERING**

Shang Nazar Ahmad  
Abdulmajeed Abdulrahman Al Aboosi  
Saad Kh. S. M. F. Alabdullah  
Faisal B. N. N. Alameeri  
*Summa Cum Laude*  
Aiman AlAnjari  
Abdulaziz Alawadhi  
Mohammad Faleh Alazemi  
Masharee E. Kh. M. Albahar  
Shamlan Adel Albahar  
Fawaz Sulaiman Albasairi  
Lujain M. H. F. Aldabi  
Mohammad J. M. Kh. H. A. Alenezi  
Ebrahim Abdulaziz Alfawaz  
Zaben Talal Alhathal  
Yousef T. M. E. A. Alhouti  
Abdibasid M. Ali  
Ahmed Mustafa Aljafar Sr.  
Mohammad J. D. S. Aljarrah  
Husam Alkhoury  
Abdullah Yousef Almailam  
Omar Hamad AlMatar  
Sally Dhurgham Almufti  
Bibi AlMulaif  
Salman Kh A. M. Almutairi  
Mohammed A. S. A. Alotaibi  
Mansor J. A. N. Alqaloshi  
Abdullah B. S. A. AlRashed  
Abdulrahman A. E. Q. K. AlRashidi  
Hamad Dhafer Abdullan Alrefaie  
Hamad Ahmad Alroumi  
Saleh H. S. A. AlRoumi  
Rowan M. S. Y. S. Alsafi
Abdulaziz Y. A. A. Alsafran
Abdellrahman Eaa Alsharqawi
Abdual Rahman Alshayej
Abdullah Altabtabaei
Sabih M. Y. M. Alzayed
  Cum Laude
Irakli Ambokadze
  Summa Cum Laude
Brianne Marie Aronson
Jesse Michael Babauta
Bashir Badi
  Cum Laude
Mia Michelle Banducci
Kathleen De Vera Basilio
Rey David Becerra
Isabel Danielle Bishop
Brandon Jay Santiago Bongcaron
Travis James Bradshaw
Jessica Lynn Brents
Derek Alexander Bucholtz
Vicente Buenrostro
Lara Butrus
  Cum Laude
Javier Canela
Elijah Lee Chastain
Zahira Astorga Chayeb
Yun Chiang
Mikel Ivan Ciafre
Shane Andrew Cole
  Summa Cum Laude
Jack Thomas Corey
Breanna Cramer
  Cum Laude
Jalal Hasan Daabas
Erekle Datashidze
Flavia DePlachett
David Enukidze
  Cum Laude
Shalva Esakia
John Lord Esho
  Magna Cum Laude
Youssef Mohammed Ezzahraoui
  Cum Laude
Dylanne Rose Fee
  Magna Cum Laude
Edna Anaid Ferrer
Martin Flores Jr.
Zabdiel Esai Flores
Jaron Joseph Floyd
Tim Alexander Fontimayor
Kellen Freeman
Claire Bernadette Gaborne
Randy Figueroa Garcia
Andrew Georges Ghosn
Faye B. Gh. Q. Ghuloum
Saja B. Ghuloum
Atalie Elsie Gomez
Rubisela Gonzalez
Brendon Guo
Raghad Thaer Hashim
Alan Hernandez
Dominic Estanley Huerta
  Summa Cum Laude
Eric Johnnie Inouye
Taha Fadhil Issa
Bakhva Jakeli
Emilio Jappelli
  Cum Laude
Stefanos Jerjees
Ana Jervalidze
  Cum Laude
Uriel Jimenez
Haroon Shuaa Juhdi
Davit Kakachishvili
Micah Takeo Kawano
  Magna Cum Laude
Malek M. Kazih
Shelby Michael Kelley
Erika Joi Kenion
Mariam Khuhkunashvili
Giorgi Khvadadze
Collin Daniel Killins
Philip Matthew Kist
Christian Lucas Kjeldsen
Matthew Tony Korkis
Ryan Raymundo Latonio
Lauren Elizabeth Lawless
Paulina Lerma
John Elijah Little
Miguel Eduardo Lomeli Mendoza
Tristen Robert Lopez
Neimann Gomez Lorenzana
Laneiel Silvio Lumido
Mason Jeffrey Mackleit
Temuri Malakmadze
Omari Mamalashvili
  Magna Cum Laude
Zeina A. A. M. Marafi
  Magna Cum Laude
Luis Fernando Medina-Duenas  
Guram Menteshashvili  
Sara Alexis Mora  
Kian Roderick Murray  
Enrique Paulino Naputi Jr.  
John Tin Nguyen  
Luka Nikolaishvili  
Mikheil Nozadze  
Cameron Nicole Olivo  
Mario Angel Orso  
Cu Laude  
Danyel Ortega  
Fernando Palafox  
Roman Gabriel Diosana Palo  
Taylor Erin Patrick  
Christian Penaloza Pano  
Andres David Perez  
Gabriella Lourdes Perez  
Johana Ashley Press  
Abraham Rafiq  
Ruqayyah Z. A. H. Ramadhan  
Brandon Ramirez  
Cu Laude  
Axel Samuel Rinder  
Cu Laude  
Darrell Roddick II  
Mena Safar  
Enrico Joaquin Ventura Santos  
Noble Brock Schlueter  
Cum Laude  
Marcos Sena Jr.  
Mariam Samme Shamon  
Cum Laude  
Ryan Allen Smith  
Rodrigo Soler  
Maryann Soriano  
Cu Laude  
Claudia Lizeth Soto-Alfaro  
Blake Gary Stelzer  
Cu Laude  
Joshua James Steudler  
Cum Laude  
Spencer Yujiro Stone  
Jessica Renee Sutter  
David Ta  
Alexander Peter Tang  
Phillip Arthur Tarantino  
Magna Cu Laude  
Avtandil Tavkhelidze  
Zackry Kobi Taylor  
Magna Cu Laude  
Wayne Franklin Thorn  
Cum Laude  
Sang Thanh Tran  
Luka Vacharadze  
Andrew Jayson Valdez  
Jacobo Armando Velasco  
Thu Ngoc Anh Vu  
Mitchell Lee West  
Nathan Whitmore  
Ross Dennis Wong  
Yawen Ye  
Cu Laude  
Ranya Ammar Zina  
Cu Laude  
Khalid Nassr Zubaidi  

**COMPUTER ENGINEERING**

Lucas Kenjiro Adams  
Anastasia Akhvlediani  
Cum Laude  
Abdulmohsen A. A. M. M. Almousa  
Hayley Elizabeth Anderson  
Cum Laude  
Davit Barbakadze  
Magna Cu Laude  
Joshua Reed Birkett  
Lauren Dominic Bolo-Dave  
Cristian Ricardo Borquez  
Llenard Brian Dela Rosa Cabacungan  
Reginald Lucero Capanzana  
Leonard Chatterton  
Cory Jay Clemens  
Abigail Colobong Dabu  
Robert Nicolas Deleon  
Ryan Paul Dial  
Cameron Douma  
Blake Lawrence Downey  
Magna Cu Laude  
Ani Dzamelahshvili  
Joel Alop Edquiban  
Guga Esitashvili  
Ghozlan Ali H. Fagerah  
Ryan Aaron Araneta Fernandez  
Glorianne Antoinette Francavilla  
Joshua Jonson Garcia  
Mark-yves Gaunin  
Cum Laude  
Alesjki Gogoladze
Irakliy George Gordadze
Paul Vincent Regorgo Guiriba
Brittany Nicole Haley
Justen James Hitchcock
  Summa Cum Laude
Luke Joel Jackson
Armaan Kafaipour
Luke William Kennard
Daniel Craig Kenner
Vakhtang Kontridze
  Magna Cum Laude
Nika Kurdadze
Shan Aziz Kureshy
  Cum Laude
Jakob Ryan Lepur
  Magna Cum Laude
Winston Liew
Mikhei Makharadze
Jonathan Jesus Maravilla
Ryan Thomas Marmion
Jacob Anthony Martinez
Senan Jamal Maryoosh
Evans Nik Matabwa
Vano Mazashvili
David Joshua McCarthy
Cameron McCorey
Nikoloz Meladze-Jaiani
Nayeli Morales
Christian Enrique Moreno
Tony Lehuy Nguyen
Jimmy Nguyen-Svy
Lawrence Thomas Nieto
David Nikiforov
Valerie Oyle Noimanivone
Ranim Jamal Obeid
Juan Carlos Orlando
Serge Rakiswende Ouedraogo
  Magna Cum Laude
Luka Pantsulaia
  Magna Cum Laude
Nathan Louis Bautista Pennington
Parker Hudson Perry
Erick Pompa Jr.
Attila Laszlo Rakosi
Nikoloz Sanakoevi
  Cum Laude
Jason Kobe Schwartz
Arman Syed Shah
Sri Harsha Shatagopam
  Magna Cum Laude
Saif Shathar
  Magna Cum Laude
Marquise John Smart
Stephanie Daniela Suarez
Nikoloz Tbileli
Jennifer Thai
Jamilla Leilani Thomas
Ian Jarod Thurgood
  Magna Cum Laude
Raven Rosal Tomas
Gary Tong
Xuong Thinh Truong
Ramaz Tskhadadze
  Cum Laude
Luis Andres Urzua
Lilian Vu
Tyler Douglas Warren
Liam Alejandro Weinfurtner
  Magna Cum Laude
Elias Jared Wooten
Joshua Robles Yee Chut

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
Fabian Antonio Aguilera
Aarron Dean Aitchison
Jacob Kamana Andrews
Josef Barho
Guram Bzekalava
Mariam Chikhradze
  Summa Cum Laude
Michael Roland Dedekind
  Summa Cum Laude
Ismael Delgado Jr.
Aylen Yassarely Duran
Matthew Thomas Fredrickson
Kevin Josue Galindo
Ioane Gogolashvili
  Cum Laude
Alexis Gonzalez
Givi Gordeziani
Alexander Jikia
Gregory Allan Jones
Daniel Robert Koopmans
Noor Sabah Loqa
Valerian Marsagishvili
Navid Nasirpour
Jorge Ivan Nunez
Anano Papinashvili
Zachary Morgan Parella
Richard Scott Patton
Anna Pavlishvili

*Summa Cum Laude*

Max Eli Perlin
Jordan Alexander Rodriguez
Evan Parker Rossi

*Cum Laude*

Ana Shonvadze
Justin Arthur Sloman
Jake Andrew Tanita Stevens
Tinatin Vacheishvili

*Magna Cum Laude*

Jackeline Jessica Villanueva

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

Joshua Armando Acedo
Justin Evan Adame

*Cum Laude*

Nasser Ahmad Al-Boainin
Bashar F. A. E. Alali

*Cum Laude*

Ahmad N. M. Alawadhi

*Cum Laude*

Naser Alawadhi
Musaeed W. M. M. Albaghdadi

*Cum Laude*

Aleksi Aleksandria

*Cum Laude*

Majed E. Th. A. Aleezzi
Carlos Andres Alexander
Humood A. S. A. E. Alghunaim

*Magna Cum Laude*

Suaod Alhajry
Fatmah Abdulaziz Alhamadi
Alyaa E. A. E. Alkharji
Cody Allen
Larissa Corpuz Almendares
Ali Alqaoud
Abdullah AlSarhan
Ryan James Detubio Avelino
Brian Anthony Balsama
Daniel Agustin Baltazar
Enes Basbug
Travis Andrew Blake
Ahmed A. H. N. Bohamad
Eissa W. M. A. A. Boland
Rominique Nathan Borja Jr.

*Cum Laude*

Blake Borskey
Brady James Bounds
Lasha Butkhuzi

*Magna Cum Laude*

Uta Buziashvili
Eduardo Cadena-Perales

*Magna Cum Laude*

Sean Tristan Capangpangan
Agustin Cedeno-Rodriguez
Yenhung Chen
Levani Chitanava

*Summa Cum Laude*

Matthew Luke Clark
Alan Shawn Clemenson
Jorge Andres De Leon
Danielle Tyler Drinko
Donnel Anyayahan Endaya
Vladimir Alexander Fadeev
Arrian Gk Farahani
Cristian Alex Sunga Feliciano
David Angelo Talavera Felipe
Alan Gallardo
Tea Gamrekelashvili

*Cum Laude*

Adolfo Aziz Gastelum
Fadi Fahmi Georges
Daniel Ramzy Ghanim
Ketevan Gogia
Daniela Gonzalez Castanuela
Yaqoob Amer Hanona
Brandon Luu Hoang
Victor Iniguez
Shoya Antony Ito
Elizabeth Robles Izaguirre
Jared Jacobs

*Summa Cum Laude*

Dachi Janelidze
Emmanuel Wisam Kako
Tsotne Karchava

*Magna Cum Laude*

Muiz Afolabi Kareem
Guga Kupradze

*Summa Cum Laude*

Cassidy Reise Lamphear
Brandon Michael Lee

*Magna Cum Laude*

Levan Lekishvili
Kervens Louis-Juste
Kevin Bernabe Machado
Surendra F. Mahida
Stephen David Malolepszy
Hada Jaser Marabeh
Gabriel Ivan Martinez Contreras  
Austin Cooper McElrone  
Daniel Mejia  
Beqa Mikadze  
Cum Laude  
Alkawthar A. A. H. Mirza  
Brandon Lee Mosburg  
Angelo Dominic Velarde Navarro  
Sean Cong-Tri Nguyen  
Nino Nonikashvili  
Cesar Antonio Oliva  
Nataly Orozco  
Timur Ozdemir  
Tornike Paitchadze  
Eaton Clancy Palmieri  
Nguyen Thao Pham  
Summa Cum Laude  
Isaiah Paul Pico  
Salome Pirosmanishvili  
Summa Cum Laude  
Conan J. Poppe  
Dara Pot  
Ozair Abdullah Purmul  
Halal Saad Ramzi  
Sarah S. Ramzi  
Liam Kyle Kawaiola Rapoza  
Kary Leforest Rayner Jr.  
Zachary John Rocha  
Reed Davis Rohlfing  
Alejandro Sanchez  
Davian Javier Silva  
Fuad Ahmed Siraj  
Jeffrey Howard Smith  
Giorgi Solomnishvili  
Summa Cum Laude  
Breanna Nguyen Tang  
Magna Cum Laude  
Gustavo Amim Torres  
Benjamin Tran  
Eric Tran  
Nhat Nguyen Truong  
Tsotne Tsirekidze  
Cum Laude  
Reziko Tsirgvava  
Cum Laude  
Mojtaba Turkmani  
Andrew Vicente Valdivia  
Alexa Renee Vasquez  
Anne Marie Vu  
David Pierce Walker-Howell  
Summa Cum Laude  
Robert Wayne Wickline III  
Shengqin Yi  
Mohamad Zeidan  

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Abdullah Yousef Al-Omran  
Husain Th. M. A. Alamir  
Ebrahim Kh. E. A. J. Alshatti  
Mark Edward Alvarado  
David Aponte  
Ellyn B. Brouillette  
Kilian Taay Colin  
Eva Beatrix Curiel Muzquiz  
Kevin Endo  
Denise Andrea Garcia  
Roman Guadalupe Gonzalez  
Jake Giovanni Hester  
Corey Tyler Hutchison  
Riley William Jones  
Seo Yune Lee  
Cum Laude  
Jaime Adrian Maciel  
Cody Clark Merritt  
Kylee Wailani Yuk Jun Nakata  
Alyssa Rose Palermo  
Sarah Perkins  
Tommie Lorraine Post  
Mia Gabrielle Preciado  
Alyssa Mey L. Saechao  
Mitchell Schwager  
Magna Cum Laude  
Jason Andrew Simmons  
Robert A. Streets  
Julian Efrain Marcel Tobarsalas  
Jack Harrington Walker  
Elizabeth Susan Winterton
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Jason Aaron Arquillo Agtina
Antoni Michael Aguilar
Kevin Alcorn
Cameron Jett Anthony Alegría
Naser A. H. A. M. Alfaresy
Ghdeer Hamad Alhamad
Nathaniel Alíhan
Yousef S. Kh. S. Alsahli
Yasmeen AlShiyokh
Jaber Nasser Alyami
David Shota Arushanyan
Antonio Avila Ramirez
Andres Josue Bahena
Parker Ryan Bailey
Nicholas Diaz Balagtas
Saray Basulto Toscano
Ryan Khalvati Beighlie
David Joseph Bell
John Berger
Michael George Berry
Alexander Wesley Bogardus
Jack Wesley Bowen
David Alexander Bunson
Jeffrey Ryan Burrows
Koa Jay Kealohi Cabling
Ricardo Ivan Camacho
Eduardo Daniel Campbell
Miguel Angel Carlos Jr.
Jose Alfredo Castellanos
Hector Eduardo Cea Navas
Brandon Nicholas Cerezo
Alexander Jin Young Chung
Sean Christopher Clare
Austin Bradley Clements
Roselynn Angela Conrado
Sarah Jeanne Corduan
Tiare Corral
Martin James Cortel
Sean James Dapiran
Isaac Diaz
Calvin Dixon
Brandon Xuan Do
Iliana Arazu Douraghi
Max Alexander Drew

Jarred Druzynksi
Carlos Emilio Duran
Daniel Thomas Elerding
Justin Escoto
Ladan Eslami
Fadi Omar Essa
Nickolas Fazio
Nicholas Alexander Feiner
Jesus Tonatiuh Figueroa
Patrick Joseph Fleckenstein
Angelina Marie Forzisi
Nathan David Fosgett
Daniel Faris Frankul
Cynthia Frausto
David Axel Fredriksson
Zachary Michael Fruehe
Kristoffer Gaard
Kris Ashley Gallardo
Celine Jessie Garcia
Gabriella Lizette Garcia
Jack Ryan Gerlach
Nathan Robert Gibfried
Eric Andrew Gilbried
Prince Glick
Sarah Melissa Gomez
Alberto Gomez-Flores
Matthew Joseph Gonzalez
Edward Gonzalez-Sainz
Brendan Ryan Good
Marc Anthony Gordon
Blake Maurice Goring
Patrick Joseph Greene
Victor Manuel Guzman Ruiz
Scott Phillip Halverson
Cristian De Jesus Hernandez
Zachary Benson Hewitt
Matthew Cole Heywood
Kyle Thomas Hicks
James Nguyen Ho
Minh Chinh Hoang
Jacob Paul Hoppe
Hunter Michael Hoppis
Brandon Eugene Huffman  
Cum Laude

Grant Richard Huggins

Bryan Kenji Ikeda

Matthew Marvin Jensen

Evan Scott Johnson  
Magna Cum Laude

Ian Matthew Johnstone

Ty Ashton Jones

Grant Lee Jung

Samuel Louis Kearns

Lydia Keaty

Patrick Ian Kelly

Matthew Lee Kersman

Roland J. King

Colin William Knight

Brayden Matthew Koster

Zachary Warren Lang

Corina Rose Lard

Luke Marcel Larochelle

Matthew Ray Larsen

Kevin Michael Lolly

Peter Anthony Love

Keaton Mitchel Mahaffey

Kyle Thomas Mahoney

Steven Michael Coles Malley

Charles Mark Malnar II  
Cum Laude

Erin Kunani Mar

Joseph Fitzgerald Mazzeo

Antonio Robert Mejia

Max Howard Merritt

Chandler Meziere

Jack Charles Mohr

Christopher Edward George Moon

Victor Arnol Mozo Hernandez

Robert Ray Mumma  
Cum Laude

Mitchell Alastair Myers

Mark Douglas Myren

Kaylin Linh Chi Nguyen

Vu K Nguyen

Sophia Otsson Nitkey  
Magna Cum Laude

Ayzher Jubilee Ocsona

Isaiah Elijah Oropeza

Damian Orozco

Venezia Osuna  
Magna Cum Laude

Christopher Jalmar Oyuela  
Cum Laude

Abhishek Deepakkumar Pandya

Alexander Tate Poirier  
Magna Cum Laude

Aldo Enrique Quintana Jr.

Gurisher Rai

Samuel Nelson Reilly  
Cum Laude

George Parker Reynolds

Tyler Michael Rhoads

Krysta Rae Marie Rhodes

Daniel Joseph Riedel  
Cum Laude

Freddy Rivas

Anthony Taylor Rooks

Travis Lee Ryan

David-Paul Dangawen Sabado

Felipe Bulac Sales

Dillon James Sansom

Ivan Santana

Thuyavan Sathiamurthi

Matthew David Schierman

Daniel Scott Schneider

Henry Segura

Corey Allen Sizemore  
Cum Laude

Tremaine Ray Sorge

George Henry Sosa

Lambert Soto III

Micah Spence

Phillip Jordan Spira

Noah Ahmaad Stanley

Clayton Gerald Staples

Joseph Avery Stephens

Ayendra Ajit Subasinghe

Mark Gregory Sutton

Michael Edward Swan III

Jona Mae Antazo Tagaca

Charles-Patrick Reutotar Tapec

Cesar Daniel Telles Cisneros

Joseph Daniel Templeton

Kavya U. Thakar  
Cum Laude

Edward Alferd Tomassone III

Brianna Marie Torres

Alex Edward Townley

Duy Cao Tran

Christopher Dai Phong Tran Rojas
Paul Alexander Trees
Maxwell Quinton Umland
Magna Cum Laude
Arturo Espinoza Urbano
David Jerome Bugay Valentim
Gardenia Valenzuela
Antonio Vargas
Conor Andrew Vasiladis
Emmanuel Vega
Yadira Lizette Velez Vera
Eduardo Vera
Cum Laude
Anthony Verduzco-Paz
Daniel John Verga
Summa Cum Laude
Collin Daniel Vizina
Brandt Desmond Walton
Remmy Sophia Wilkinson
Kyle Dean Williams
Darcy Heinz Wuhrmann
Summa Cum Laude
Maxwell John Yant
Roberto Yee
Tyler Evan Young
Magna Cum Laude
Evan Santiago Zuleta

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING,
BIOENGINEERING
Marwa Abduljabbar
Magna Cum Laude
Alora Sophia Aguilar
Andre Yamille Camunas
Lucia Carballo Chanfon
Fernando Enrique Casas-Olmedo
Sydney Rohe Castillo
Aaron Christopher Eppstein
Theresa Mae Escolano
Cum Laude
Sonia Eloise Goetschius
Nathaniel Stephen Hall
Naufal Sandhya Hidayat
Callie Devon Johnson
Liam Robert Kerrigan
Thomas Patrick Laubender
Kenzo Maetani
Ryan Thomas Malone
Maria Anna Morgan
Angel Munoz
Sean Myers
Christian Diego Ramirez
Perla Ramirez
Jesse Normand Richard
Analie Moshail Samawi
Claire Elizabeth Caparas Santos
Ilze Sarma
Magna Cum Laude
Ivette Silva
Alexander Daniel Smith
Cum Laude
Sophia Stephanos Smith
August Riley Stegman
Lindsey Eleunore Twomey
Garry Keith Valadez
Cum Laude
Jason Jude Waas
Joshua Thomas Warden
Illias Dorian Ybarra
Reve Patrice Llarena Zumarraga
Weber Honors College

Students graduating from the Weber Honors College have successfully earned at least 15 units in small, challenging, interdisciplinary honors courses. The Weber Honors College features a wide range of opportunities that help students broaden their knowledge, gain new perspectives, and understand complex issues from diverse points of view. Weber Honors College students experience one-on-one scholarly partnerships with distinguished faculty, complete a culminating portfolio, engage in university and community service activities, and further enrich their education through study abroad.

Rand Al Ghussein          Veronica Coen
Collin Allen              Tali Cohen-Kurzrock
Alana Almond              Eli Collin
Maher Alsakkaf            Angelica Cook
Jose Miguel Alvarado      Alexis Correa
Maria Clara Amaral Rocha  Tayra Curumilla
Alexa Andreu              Sami Danly
Leyla Anvariipur          Isabella Danzi
Jessica Arrington         Jenna De Maio
Sahra Artan               Sophia De Runtz
Madison Balagtas          Felipe Leonam De Souza
Courtney Barbato          Robert Deleon
Aliyah Barnes             Hazell Diaz
Talia Begi                Alina Doan
Marina Bienenstock        Delaney Down
Susan Biscardi            Daria Dragicevic
Jessica Blasjo            Brian Duong
Rachel Bloom              Kellie Elhai
Elizabeth Booker          Sophie Emerson
Paige Bounds              Julia English
Emma Bray                 Julia Escobedo
Reece Breuckman           Serena Famalett
Jason Broesamle           Yusufu Feierdawusi
Amanda Buck               Ana Felix-Ibarra
Bailey Burch              Molly Fitzsimmons
Kayla Burns               Brianna Flores
Alec Candib               Jasmin Flores
Chloe Canler              Jasmine Freund
Brianah Caplan            Ava Froble
Amairani Cardenas         Alyssa Gahagan
Riley Carr                Joseph Galarneau
Adam Carrillo             Josh Galst
Alek Casillas             Kaira Garcia
Judith Chambers           Markyves Gaunin
Sophie Chance             Arad Gerami
Taylor Chase              Eleanor Gilmore
Naomi Cheuk               Bhumika Gode
Cole Chodorow             Anthony Goring
Christine Gotthardt
David Grant
Maya Greenfield Thong
Jenna Greer
Isaac Gutierrez
Grace Han
Shehar Haque
Brittany Hart
Tyler Hazard
Casey Heaney
Doreen Hemmati
Justen Hitchcock
Katrina Celine Hizon
Kai Hoshina
Jake Hurwitz
Analise Ilsley
Kara Jacobs
Lauryn Jefferson
Emma Johnson
Maxwell Johnson
Mill Johnson
Morgan Johnson
Christina Jones
Kaytki Joshi
Sydney Karlos
Kentaro Kawasaki
Emma Kerr
Liam Kerrigan
Kevin Kesler
Thomas Knopf
Nicole Kohrmann
Pocky Kohsuwan
Austin Kovalcheck
Jacqueline Krikorian
Maria Kusior
Kevin Larsen
Thong Le
Kaitlin Lebow
Amanda Lee
Simone Leibowitz
Kaeli Leoni
Hunter Libby
Elizabeth Lippel
Justin Lloyd
Gabrielle Lopez
Sawyer Lowe
Jason Lum
Nirel Manalili
Dafne Manzano
Jeanette Marino
Elena Martin
Jessica Martin
Brandon Martinez
Nicholas Matovsky
Mark Maynard
Justin McClendon
Megan Mclothlin
Sarah McHenry
Brooke McKinlay
Ashley McMichael
Diorah Mendez
Christina Miano
Emily Mickelson
Peter Mitri
Katrina Mogannam
Jarid Morrison
Samantha Munz
Magdalene Murphy
Megan Murphy
Ryan Murphy
Sanam Nagvekar
Esther Nguyen
Kaylee Nguyen
Samuel Niemann
Joshua Olson
Ronald Owen
Sojun Panchal
Courtney Parks
Dejanae Phillips
Belle Phommavong
Alexander Pickering
Emma Planche
Lauren Plowy
Adam Popejoy
Johana Press
Gabriela Quevedo
Molly Rast
Samuel Reilly
Krysta Rhodes
Nakia Richardson
Lauren Rivera
Martha Rodriguez
Noemi Rodriguez
Brynn Rogowski
Alexandra Rooney
Leslie Rosas Guillen
Devon Rossi
Shawn Ruderman
Kylie Ruff
Minami Sakakibara
Gabriella Salcedo
Adam Salem
Peter Saltamachio
Carlos Sanchez Rojas
Roda Saoor
Jakob Schmall
Kenneth Schuelke
Mara Schumann
Victoria Seise
Daniel Shabsin
Dipali Shah
Jessica Shipps
Grace Singh
Chester Smith
Diego Smith
Alexa Sosa Nunez
Sydney Steinbeck
Nicholas Stephens
Justin Sterk
Madison Stewart
Thomas Stone
Sierra Sturken
Emily Tafoya
Andrew Tang
Daniel Teeling
Bryce Tomecek
Madelyn Toriano
Evelyn Tran
Yun-Jen Tsai
Brenden Tuccinardi
Ryan Tung
Caden Unholz
Jason Valentini
Maria Valle
Hana Van Voorst
Khoa Vo
Aspen Waddle
Lauren Wade
Sydney Wagner
Courtney Wallace
Shiloh Wallack
Jayda Warburton
Taylor Warch
Brooke Wasson
Cassandra Watson
Emma Webber
Kara Whitaker
Tristan Whitaker
Briana Wintner
Marina Wright
Ayleen Yamaki
Cameron Yokoi
Taylor York
Kyani Young
Elan Zora
University-wide Honor Societies

PHI KAPPA PHI

Candidates for the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi are selected from juniors in the upper 7.5 percent of their class and from seniors and graduate students in the upper ten percent of their classes. Phi Kappa Phi was founded at the University of Maine in 1897; San Diego State University’s chapter was established in 1965.

Wilton Abreu Rodrigues
Tia Mohammad Abu Sham
Justin Evan Adame
Melanie Garcia Aguilera
Jose Miguel Alvarado
Javier Elias Arreola
Yasmeen Daisy Baran
Tiana Marie Barron-Wright
Rhea Jizelle Ciballos Bati
Aleigha Marie Binda
Christina Ann Bock
Jakebryan Bonifacio
Paige Lee Bounds
Sidney Megan Brown
Kirstie Brooke Burgess
Lindsey Ann Busk
Krista Marie Buzolich
Alec Michael Candib
Gregory Patrick Carlos
Alek Andrew Casillas
Angela Kim Marcelle Cavilla
Tiffany Chiem
Alan Shawn Clemenson
Jade Sophia Honora Connolly-Cepurac
Kyle David Continente
Samantha Merree Cook
Katherine Barrett Coyle
Aleah Jhane Davenport Jarin
Julia Mari Devore
Mikayla Grace Devries
Rachel Dizon Elevado
Julia Maria Escobedo
Emma Catherine Evangelista
Yasmin A. Farah
Kacee Nicole Fay
Nathan Mccarthy Fogerson
Tannia Zulema Godinez
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy
Toby Hanjae Graves-Morris

Thalia Marguerite Hagopian
Kevin Hammarlund
Francine Marie Hardy
Chiaki Harris
Kyle Harrington Hart
Benjamin James Hefter
Brayan Hernandez Angel
Ronald Darrell Hootman
Nathaniel Gonzalez Jalbuena
Diana Veronica Jimenez
Mary Louise Jones
Christine Anne Keller
Ledya Adil Aked Korial
Camryn Brianna Larwill
Andrea Vonny Lee
Kaeli Jelyn Leoni
Anzhelika Levystska
Justin James Lloyd
Jesse Locklin
Bradley James Lomeli
Briana Deanne Madrigal
Catherine Bahaareh Makeh-Vandian
Sophia Martin-Carloz
Mark Everett Maynard
Jacob Charles Dillion McDermott
Alice Melz
Michael R. Mensalvas
Megan Renee Miller
Adelaida Mogrovejo Chesire
Kaivan Ameen Mohsenzadeh
Jasmin Mariko Munoz
Alfonso Joaquin Munoz-Bond
Laura Jane Murray
Kendall Lauren O’Connell
Brenda Maribel Ocampo
Brooke Nicole Orozco
Pepin Elizabeth Payzant
Madison Kerber Pitts
Rebecca Susan Politzer
Grant Rodney Potratz
Deva Reign
Jennifer Reyes Lopez
Samuel Thomas Rhoads
Rebecca Marie Riddle
Erin Elizabeth Roberts
John Lowell Sachs
Jakob Branson Schmall
Michelle Kelsey Sears
Katharine Eve Serbian
Michaela Rachel Setiawan
Emma Louise Shibata
Jennifer Nicole Sih
Benjamin Rhys Slater
Charity Therese Slatnick
Alexa Jacqueline Smith
Maryann Soriano
Christopher Michael Sterkenburg
Alyssa Caitlin Stewart
Torrey Angel Stouder-Studenmund
Lavina Zaya Tallo
Delilah Faith Tholander
Haylee Ashland Thorson
Alec Timothy Towse
Amber Trammell
Brianna Valencia Upshaw
Lindsay Michelle Vieira
Khoa Nguyen Vo
Lauren Jean Wade
Abigail Rose Wallace
Matthew D. Walters
Irina Weitzen
Haley Rose Williams
Madeline Cherie Winder
Andres Ruben Galvez Wong
Jacob Colin Wright
Gustavo C. Zavala
Elan Nael Zora

PHI BETA KAPPA

Phi Beta Kappa is the nation’s oldest scholarly honor society, founded in 1776 at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia. The chapter at San Diego State University (Nu), first in the California State University and first in San Diego, was established in 1974. Students are invited to join Phi Beta Kappa for excelling in the liberal arts and sciences.

Juniors
Lindsey Nicole Cannon
Serena Linda Hodson

Seniors
Audreanna Nicole Demetrio Abad
Steven Adcock
Maririn Aizawa
Isabella Rose Akana
Alana Nicole Almond
Dur Salah Alsammarraie
Christian Klein Redondo Alston
Arianna Castillo Alvarado
Natalia Alvarez Urzua
Gabriela Monica Alvarez
Kendall Michelle Anderson
Taliah Camille Andrade
Nina Jean Bayne
Elise Marie Bengtson
Marina Rose Bienenstock
Rhiannon Elizabeth Bill

Jessica Drue Arrington
Sahra Mohamed Artan
Makani Isabel Ash
David Simone Ashirov
Natalia Maisey Ravelo
Mckenna Elise Avery
Vanessa Monique Ayala
Remington Kendall Ayala
Madison Marie Balagtas
Natalie Joy Balen
Karla Andrea Baltazar
Vanessa Rae Barboza
Alyiah Aisha Barnes
Nina Jean Bayne
Elise Marie Bengtson
Marina Rose Bienenstock
Rhiannon Elizabeth Bill
Brennan Hickey
Mary Louise Holmes
Kai Hoshina
Madison Ann Hyland
Gabriela Lizette Ibarra Aspe
Reanna Sylvia Ibrahim
Analise Nicole Ilsley
Anna Ivanyan
Jay R. Jacobs
Ashleigh Rose Jameson
Anthony Alexander Jemmott
Elana Grace Lin Jennings
Diana Veronica Jimenez
Zihao Jin
Amuellein Renee Johnson
Morgan Marie Johnson
Natalie Johnson
Olivia Katharine Kaempf
Victoria Mariana Kalaydjian
Manan Kalpesh Katwala
Maryana Sleo Khames
Jasmeen Kharsa
Aanika Anil Khatri
Brendan Kiernan
Allison Kim
Jenna Elizabeth Kliewer
Annalena Ona Knott
Nicole Keiana Kohrmann
Austin James Kovalcheck
Samantha Rose Kretschmer
Jacqueline Juliette Krikorian
Connor Steven Krohn
Amber Kubasak
Fabrizio Lacarra Ramirez
Kylie Marie Lafrades
Trent Carson Lancaster
Daphne Larranaga
David James Larsen
Mikah Danielle Leggo
Christina Rose Leone
Mitchell Lee Lescallett
Sarah Allyse Levine
Hunter Lynn Libby
Kayla Lim
Thena Livingstone
Laura Lopez Jolis
Ivette Lopez
Nicole Heath Loseff
Sawyer Reese Lowe
Yanping Lu
Jenny Thi Luu
Emily Rose Lynch
Camille Marie Maccan
Camryn Machado
Rachel M. Magers
Dinoe Maine
Nirel Leoma Oderon Manalili
Ethan Delossantos Maneja
Jeanette Frances Marino
Belen Andrea Marquez Gamez
Sophia Martin-Carloz
Jessica Dunn Martin
Nicholas John Matovsky
Allison Penelope Mcbee
Roger Bacon McClish
Madison Christine McGath
Maya Rose McHale
Ashley Marie McMichael
Noah Meeks
Ines Mellah
Diorah Ixchel Mendez
Vanessa L. Mercado
Morgan Matija Michalak
Rebecca Nicole Miekley
Megan Renee Miller
Zaida Yocelyn Minjares Arjona
Peter Joseph Mitri
Bilal Ahmed Mohamed
Sara Kristine Moller
Serena Rose Montano
Richard Montes
Katelyn Mosti
Samantha Renee Munz
Ryan Edward Murphy
Austine Catharina Mutschler
Aimee Nguyen
Christopher Thong Nguyen
Tam Minh Huu Nguyen
Cassidy Jo O’Connell
Omotoyosi Valerie Ogunbajo
Gabriella Nicole Olk-Cardona
Christina Camille Olsen
Trinity Orres
James Patrick Owens
Adam David Pacheco
Ada Matilda Parnanen
Kimia Parsa
April Joy Magadia Payumo
Hayden Mackenzie Pearce
Kevin Leonardo Pedraza
Sara Helena Pence
Cristian Perez Lara
Sophie Charlotte Peterson
Nikki Tang Phan
Adam Michael Popejoy
Jessica Anne Rayburn
Katherine Rosemary Reddy
Kalista Lynn Redman
Taylor Ann Reed
Clerissa Merced Reveles
Kaitlin Rhind
Joshua James Rice
Ana Valeria Rios
Cydney Jayde Rivas
Matthew Alejandro Rodriguez Galvan
Alexandra Michelle Rooney
Estevan Yovan Rubalcava
Sidney Frances Rubens
Ashby Margaret Russell
Nona Sara Saber
Kellen Sabhlok
John Lowell Sachs, Jr.
Minami Sakakibara
Kelsey Maia Salas
Mackenzie Ann Salmina
Carlos Gadiel Sanchez-Rojas
Lianna Nicole Sanchez
Roda Aram Ibrahim Saoor
Jakob Branson Schmall
Shane Patrick Schooter
Andrew John Schrittewieser
Mara H. Schumann
Michelle Kelsey Sears
Sophia Elizabeth Seibert
Alessandro Eduardo Seide
Aadit Jigesh Shah
Lamees Firas Sharif
Audrey Shinsky
Erin Louise Shives
Grace Singh
Diego Anthony Smith
Emily Elizabeth Smith
Mandy Lynn Sohacki
Alexandra Jane Spencer
Sloane A. Spencer
Beatrix Stark
Alexandra India Strom
Coy Allen Strothers
Sierra Eileen Sturken
Kiana Woo Sujishi
Grace Mae Sypnicki
Dalia R. Tabibian
Adrian Leonel Takahasi
Chizuru Tanaka
Alexis Teresa Thometz
Sean Andrew Tonthat
Amber Trammell
Madeline Marie Travers
Emma Grace Tszttoo
Sofia Vallejo Terceros
Sophia Rose Vargas
Maahir Idris Vasi
Tori Michelle Vasquez
Erika Kaitlyn Wiese
Katherine Elizabeth Wills
Madison Rose Wills
Christanne Nicole Wittbrodt
Jacob Woolwine
Emily Leilani Yates
Jack Yerem
Danya Esam Youhanna
Cailin Anne Young
Matthew George Zavaro
Ethan David Zehr
Kelly Marie Zoffada
Jason K. Zuehlke
To be considered for membership in the Jane K. Smith Cap and Gown Chapter of Mortar Board, students must have senior standing for the fall semester with an overall grade point average of 3.2 and have participated and excelled in the areas of scholarship, leadership and service. Mortar Board, which was founded in 1918, had its beginning at SDSU in 1932 as Cap and Gown. In 1965, the local honor society was recognized as a member of the national society. Admission to Mortar Board is highly competitive. Membership is restricted to no more than 40 students per year.

Maryam Abdul Sattar
Leyla Anvaripour
Madison Balagtas
Hannah Berman-Schneider
Paige Bounds
Madison Brown
Tuulia Candido
Angela Cavilla
Emma Churchill
Ashley Clark
Veronica Coen
Chelsey Crowne
Tayra Curumilla
Rita Daniel
Jacob Downey
Anita Duong
Sarah Faucheux
Bryce Franzen
Ava Froble
Charity Gerhard
Alana Godoy
Katrina Hizon
Christian Holt
Ashley Jackson
Maxwell Johnson
Emma Kerr
Nicole Kohrmann
Elena Lucas de la Cruz
Jason Lum
Jessica Martin
Mark Maynard
Rebecca Miekley
Megan Miller
Samantha Munz
Ryan Murphy
Courtney Parks
Kelly Pearson
Rylie Powelson
Madilynn Reynoso

Jakob Schmall
Michelle Sears
Christina Shimoda
Chryystian Smith
Sydney Steinbeck
Torrey Stouder-Studenmund
Khoa Vo
Aspen Waddle
Lauren Wade
Shiloh Wallack
Erika Wiese
Elan Zora
Jason Zuehlke
TAU SIGMA

Tau Sigma is a national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma was originally founded in 1999 at Auburn University in Alabama. San Diego State University’s chapter was established in August 2017. Students are invited for earning a 3.5 grade point average during their first term.

Wilton Abreu Rodrigues
Melanie Garcia Aguilera
Jose Miguel Alvarado
Javier Elias Arreola
Tiana Marie Barron-Wright
Rhea Jizelle Ciballos Bati
Aleigha Marie Binda
Christina Ann Bock
Jakebryan Bonifacio
Sidney Megan Brown
Kirstie Brooke Burgess
Gregory Patrick Carlos
Alek Andrew Casillas
Kyle David Continente
Samantha Merree Cook
Aleah Jhane Davenport Jarin
Julia Mari Devore
Mikayla Grace Devries
Rachel Dizon Elevado
Yasmin Ahmed Farah
Kacee Nicole Fay
Nathan Mccarthy Fogerson
Tannia Zulema Godinez
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy
Toby Hanjae Graves-Morris
Thalia Marguerite Hagopian
Kevin Hammarlund
Brayan Hernandez Angel
Ronald Darrell Hootman
Mary Louise Jones

Ledya Adil Aked Korial
Ethan Zachary Laub
Jesse Locklin
Bradley James Lomeli
Catherine Bahaaareh Makeh-Vandian
Jacob Charles Dillion McDermott
Alice Melz
Adelaida Mogrovejo Mogrovejo Chesire
Kaivan Ameen Mohsenzadeh
Jasmin Mariko Munoz
Kendall Lauren O’Connell
Brooke Nicole Orozco
Madison Kerber Pitts
Deva Reign
Jennifer Reyes Lopez
Erin Elizabeth Roberts
Benjamin Rhys Slater
Maryann Soriano
Christopher Michael Sterkenburg
Torrey Angel Stouder-Studenmund
Lavina Zaya Tallo
Amber Trammell
Brianna Valencia Upshaw
Lindsay Michelle Vieira
Abigail Rose Wallace
Matthew D. Walters
Madeline Cherie Winder
Jacob Colin Wright
Gustavo C. Zavala
Charity Therese Slatnick
HENRY L. JANSSEN HONORS COUNCIL AWARD

The Henry L. Janssen Honors Council Award and scholarship is given each year to students who have been selected as members and actively participate in all five university-wide honor societies: Phi Eta Sigma, Golden Key International Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa, and Mortar Board National Honor Society.

Tuulia Candido
Megan Miller
Samantha Munz
Jakob Schmall
Michelle Sears
Chrystian Smith
Elan Zora
Academic Dress

Academic dress, also known as academic regalia, originated in Medieval European universities during the 14th century, when commencement ceremonies were associated with religious ordination. In observance of tradition, all participants in commencement ceremonies wear full academic regalia, consisting of a traditional black gown, hood and mortar board.

Bachelor’s and master’s gowns are plain, although sometimes worn with honor cords or stoles. The doctoral gown is trimmed down the front and around the sleeves with bands of velvet, either in black or a color associated with the graduate’s field of study. Sleeve styles also vary with the degree: pointed sleeves on the bachelor’s gown; short sleeves for the master’s; and round, full sleeves for the doctoral robe.

The standard cap worn with academic regalia is the mortar board in black. Graduates with a bachelor’s degree wear a red and black tassel to represent SDSU school colors and graduates with a master’s degree wear an all-black tassel. Doctoral graduates wear a tam with a gold tassel.

Postgraduate candidates wear hoods that fit around the neck in front and drape down over the robe in back. The hood lining displays the university colors of red and black. In addition, colored velvet edging on the hood corresponds to the graduate’s field of study. The doctoral hood is longer than the master’s hood, and trimmed with additional velvet panels.

The Gown

The typical academic gown is black, but some institutions choose colored gowns to signify certain colleges, universities or degrees. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns are plain, although sometimes worn with honor cords or stoles. The doctoral gown is trimmed down the front and around the sleeves with bands of velvet, either in black or a color associated with the graduate’s field of study. Sleeve styles also vary with the degree: pointed sleeves on the bachelor’s gown; short sleeves for the master’s; and round, full sleeves for the doctoral robe.

The Hood

Graduates holding master’s and doctoral degrees also typically wear a hood that fits around the neck in front and drapes down over the robe in back. The hood lining displays colors associated with particular schools. Chevrons in a second color indicate a dual emphasis, while colored velvet edging on the hood corresponds to the graduate’s field of study. The doctoral hood is longer than the master’s hood, and trimmed with additional velvet panels.

The Cap

The standard cap worn with academic regalia is the mortar board in black. Graduates with a bachelor’s degree wear a red and black tassel to represent SDSU school colors and graduates with a master’s degree wear an all-black tassel. Doctoral graduates wear a tam with a gold tassel.
Ceremonial Mace

The ceremonial mace, a symbol of university scholarship and integrity since the 11th century, is carried at the head of the academic procession at commencement and other special occasions to signify the importance of the event and the values of the university.

The university’s mace was designed and handcrafted for San Diego State University by Michael Rybicki, an alumnus of the Master of Fine Arts jewelry and metalsmithing program.

The mace takes the iconic image of Hepner Hall as its main inspiration. Hepner Hall stands at the historic heart of the campus, and its bell tower and arch are well-loved symbols of the university for students, alumni and the entire San Diego community. A stylized silhouette of the bell tower, made of four curved sheets of sterling silver, sits atop a silver bowl formed by the traditional skill of hand raising—a metalworking method dating back thousands of years. The sleek curves of the tower resting on the hand-hammered bowl represent the blending of SDSU’s proud history with its modern and forward-facing scholarship, research and community engagement. These sculptural elements sit atop a turned and carved walnut handle.

Presidential Medallion

The medallion worn by President Adela de la Torre at commencement was designed for her installation as the ninth president of San Diego State University on April 11, 2019. It was designed and created by metalsmith graduate student Rex Arthur Ramos. The nine waves of the medallion represent the past and current nine presidents of SDSU, each bringing a new wave of leadership. The circular shape of the medallion symbolizes a globe while iconic Hepner Hall encompasses this shape, reinforcing SDSU's global influence. SDSU is depicted at the very center of this globe on an abstract map of the local region. The inclusion of the border represents a university with many different cultures, while the coastal line signifies the nature that surrounds SDSU. The contemporary look of the medallion reflects a vision of the future for SDSU guided by President de la Torre.
Massi Joseph E. Kiani saves lives. In 2012, as founder of the Patient Safety Movement Foundation, he launched a mission to reduce drastically the number of preventable deaths in U.S. hospitals, which is estimated to claim the lives of more than 200,000 patients annually. The movement soon became global, with more than 54 countries and 4,793 hospitals joining and reporting more than 366,353 lives saved worldwide.

Mr. Kiani is the founder, chair and chief executive officer of Masimo, a medical device company that focuses on medical monitoring. Masimo’s pulse oximetry technology has been the cornerstone technology of the company, which has more than 800 patents, including 200 patents with Mr. Kiani as an inventor. The company employs more than 7,000 people worldwide. In 2013, Mr. Kiani appeared before the U.S. Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee and outlined five steps to help eradicate preventable patient deaths. He is well-recognized as a national and global leader in this area.

His philosophy has always been to focus on saving lives. The Masimo Foundation of Ethics, Innovation and Competition in Healthcare has provided considerable support for the Patient Safety Movement Foundation. As a result of Mr. Kiani’s leadership, these initiatives have profoundly advanced the creation of a culture of safety in health care facilities in the United States and around the world. For these efforts, he was named an honorary member of The Mexican Academy of Surgeons (Academia Mexicana de Cirugía A.C.), an advisory body of the Mexican federal government. Becker’s Hospital Review has named him one of “50 Experts Leading the Field of Patient Safety” repeatedly, and he is the only patient safety expert who is also a chief executive officer of a medical technology company.

Mr. Kiani has been a longtime member of the San Diego State College of Engineering Advisory Board, a $100,000 donor to the Digital Signal Processing program in honor of his faculty mentor, Fred Harris, and a recipient of San Diego State’s Distinguished Alumni Award. He received both his bachelor’s and master’s degrees from San Diego State in electrical engineering.

In recognition of his innovative achievements and generous philanthropy in support of health, safety and education, the Board of Trustees of the California State University and San Diego State University are proud to confer upon Massi Joseph E. Kiani the honorary degree of Doctor of Science.
Stephen P. Doyle is a proud and active alumnus of San Diego State University, where he earned his engineering degree in 1980. He later earned a Juris Doctorate from the University of San Diego School of Law. Mr. Doyle is currently president and owner of Sandy Point Properties, an infill builder and developer in San Diego County.

Mr. Doyle was elected president of the San Diego Building Industry Association in 2001. He was president for the California Building Industry Association in 2005. As past president of the board of the Construction Industry Alliance for the City of Hope, he helped raise more than $2 million for cancer research. Mr. Doyle was named to the California Building Industry Hall of Fame in March 2007 and the San Diego Building Industry Hall of Fame in 2009. He was named a Distinguished Alumni for the University of San Diego School of Law in 2011. In 2013, Mr. Doyle and his wife were awarded the Walk the Talk Award from Just in Time for Foster Youth for their work with former foster children. Mr. Doyle received the Outstanding USO Partner Award for his efforts to refurbish the Downtown Service Center in 2015.

Mr. Doyle is a long-serving member of San Diego State University College of Engineering Dean's Advisory Board, and has served as board chair since 2015. He helped the college establish a construction engineering and management program that continues to grow every year. In 2008, Mr. Doyle received the San Diego State University College of Engineering Outstanding Alumni Award, earning him the prized Monty Award. In 2017, he joined San Diego State University’s Campanile Foundation Board and served as fundraising chair of the Engineering and Interdisciplinary Sciences Complex on the San Diego State University campus. The $90 million structure featuring classrooms, labs and student study space opened in 2018.

In 2018, Mr. Doyle’s leadership on the Friends of SDSU Committee was instrumental in passing Measure G. This allowed the university to purchase the Mission Valley property and expand its offerings through SDSU Mission Valley. His extensive background in law and real estate was vital in the land acquisition that took almost two years to complete.

In recognition of his outstanding professional and philanthropic achievements, the Board of Trustees of the California State University and San Diego State University are proud to confer upon Stephen P. Doyle the honorary degree of Doctor of Science.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Honoree</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>John F. Kennedy</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Glenn T. Seaborg</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Edwin O. Reischauer</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Bernard Lipinsky</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Alvena Storm</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>D. Bruce Johnstone</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Shimon Peres</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Arthur Barron</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Arthur G. Linkletter</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Vahac Mardirosian</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Shirley Chisholm</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>James D. Singal</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Miguel León Portilla</td>
<td>Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>George Walker Smith</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Dwight E. Stanford</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Claire Van Vliet</td>
<td>Doctor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>John Baldessari</td>
<td>Doctor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Charles F. Bolden</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Sol Price</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Kathleen Kennedy</td>
<td>Doctor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Norman Brinker</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Andreas Brown</td>
<td>Doctor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Ron L. Fowler</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Irwin Jacobs</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Craig Noel</td>
<td>Doctor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Martha W. Longnecker</td>
<td>Doctor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Deborah Szekely</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Leon Lawson Williams</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Darlene V. Shiley</td>
<td>Doctor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Malin Burnham</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>The Honorable Pete Wilson</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Ambassador Charles W. Hostler</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Don Coryell</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Kazuo Inamori</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Leonard H. Lavin</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>L. Robert Payne Payne</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Linda Lang</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>The Honorable Jerry Sanders</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Patricia L. Roscoe</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Robert Price</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Conrad T. Prebys</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Susan Salka</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Irwin Zahn</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Harold Brown</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Jack McGorry</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Andrea Skorepa</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Harry Paul Cuero, Jr.</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Father Joe Carroll</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Ellen Ochoa</td>
<td>Doctor of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Sally Roush</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Christopher Sickels</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Nicole Armanino Clay</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Massi Joseph E. Kiani</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Jessie J. Knight, Jr.</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Stephen P. Doyle</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Walter Francis Ekard</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>José Padilla</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Thuan Dinh Nguyen</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMMISSIONED GRADUATES

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Dylan Ames
Andrew Bittner
Anthony Cadena
EdRey Casamina
Diego Castanon
Marvin Elamparo
Jeremie Gonzales
Thomas Hancock
Jacob Hoppe
Collin Killins
Leslyn Nuevo
Devin Ramos
Daniel Schmitz
Tyler Shiver
Madelyn Toriano
Vincent Vaishville
Liam Weinfurtner
Delmar Woods

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES SPACE FORCE

Brandon Hoang

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY

Matthew Arreola
Joshua Basilio
Gabriel Castillo Del Muro
Brandon Fernando
Junseo Lee
Patricia Santos
Daniel Schneider

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY

Justine Bartolome
Randy Bautista
Hector Cea Navas
Daniel Koopmans
Anjanette Natividad
Corey Sizemore

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES MARINES

Kadesh Armstrong
Elizabeth Chavez
Max Drew
Matthew Leonard
Serge Ouedraogo
Fabio Perez
Joseph Quintana
IN MEMORIAM

San Diego State University honors the memories of our students we have lost over the last two years, as well as the countless lives that have been lost due to the pandemic.

Angela Brawner
Marchelle Crumes
Grant Daley
Dallas Freitas
Michael John Green
Rebecca Herbig
Dylan Hernandez
Noah Hytken
Nicholas Isales
Eddy Lopez
Catherine Ma
Mustafa Mohammad
Issa Munoz
Noah Najbert
Lilliana Purvia
Eliesel Rivera
Andrew Roberts
Hilda Giselle Sanchez
Benjamin Whittier

IN TRIBUTE

San Diego State University pays tribute to those students who put their education on hold to serve in the U.S. Armed Forces and honors the memory of those whose lives were lost.
Leave Your Legacy
Make a difference

This is your opportunity to make a $10 donation to your Class of 2021 Scholarship and leave your legacy. Donate today to receive your distinguished legacy cord.

Join thousands of your fellow students and give back to the future generations.

Donate $10 online:
SDSUALUMNI.ORG/2021LEGACY
CONGRATULATIONS

Class of 2021